
In the section concerning the State of Kuwait, the report indicates that a travel ban was imposed on Mr. Nawaf Al–Hendal for participating in an illegal demonstration.

The Permanent Mission of the State of Kuwait to the UN regrets that this information was not updated, despite the fact that a letter addressed by the Mission on 5th of June 2015 to the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights indicated the lifting of this travel ban on Mr. Al–Hendal in conformity with the applicable laws and regulations in the State of Kuwait.
The Permanent Mission of the State of Kuwait to the UN is sure that you will not save an effort to preserve the credibility of documents issued by the Human Rights Council, and consequently hopes that the above-mentioned document would be factually updated. In this respect, the Mission would like to recall that Mr. Al-Hendal has indeed attended the 29th session of the Human Rights Council, and the UN records show that he even delivered a statement under Item 6 of the agenda!

The Permanent Mission of the State of Kuwait to the UN hopes that this information would be updated in the report of the 30th session of the council.

The Permanent Mission of the State of Kuwait to the United Nations Office in Geneva avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights the assurances of its highest consideration.